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Abstract

A new class of data transformation matrix is 
introduced for estimation of angles of arrivals by the rank 
reduction of multiple wideband sources. The proposed unitary 
focusing matrix minimizes the average of the squared norm of 
focusing error over the angles of interest without a priori 
knowledge of source locations. The merit that result as a 
consequence is a lower resolution threshold. These matrices 
can be applied to the case of the multi group sources. 
Siiiiululions and the comparison of statistical perfonnance are 
compared with the algorithms (especially, spatial resampling 
method) which does not require the pre-estimation.

I. Introduction

Array signal processing is concerned with the 
detection and the estimation of signals and their parameters 
from data collected by spatially distributed sensors or 
antennas. Interest in array signal processing comes from the 
numerous applications-sonar, radar, radio astronomy, 
tomography and seismic exploration, etc. One of the 
important issues in array signal processing is that of finding 
the location of a number of sources. Many methods has 
been developed such as the Maximum Likelihood methodfl] 
and eigenspace based methods[2, 3,4, 5],

The eigenspace based methods exploit the 
eigenstructure of the spatial correlation matrix. The literature 
about eigenspace based methods in이ude MUSIC(5], MIN- 
NORM[6], ROOT-MUSIC[7], ESPRIT[8] and their 
variations. They have been shown to perform well and 
capable of resolving closely spaced sources which are not 
completely correlated[6,7,8). The high resolution property of 
the eigen based spatial estimation methods for noncoherent 

narrow-band sources made it a possible candidate for use in 
wideband signal DOA estimation problems.

In this paper, we propose the new unitary focusing 
method[9] by which wideband estimation problem can be 
changed to narrowband problem. This method does not 
require the pre-estimation and minimizes the weighted average 
of the squared norm of focusing error over the angles of 
interest. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the model formulation. In Section 3, a new 
focusing matrix is proposed. Simulations and the comparison 
of statistical performance are given in Section 5, followed by 
concluding remarks.

2. MODEL FORMULATION

The data is observed f】「이n the outputs of an array of M 
sensors with a known arbitrary geometry. The data consists 
of multiple d ( v M ) plane waves with additive white 
gaussian noise. The source signals are wide-band signals 
with bandwidth B centered at frequency fc, characterized as 
zero mean, stationary stochastic processes over the 
observation intervals To. The source signal vectors s(t) can 

be written as

s(t) 니 si(t)....... sd(t)]T, (2.1)

where ' T * denotes transpose of a vector or a matrix. The 
signal xm(t), received at the m th sensor, can be expressed as

d
xm (0 = £ &im(f)- tim) + nm(0- (2,2)

i=l
a|m(f) is the frequency dependent complex gain of the m the 
sensor to the i th source, is the propagation time delay 

between the m th sensor and the phase reference sensor and 
is given by Tjm = m d sin0j /c. nm(t) is the wideband noise 

process which consists of the receiver noise and background
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noise in the medium. The observation interval T is divided 
into K non-overlapping snapshot intervals To and for each of 
these intervals the array output signals xm(t) are decomposed 
into J frequency components Xm(fn), n=l, J, fj = fc- 
B/2 and fj = f c +B/2, via Fast Frequency

Transformation(FFT). So, we sample K times each 
frequency component of the output signals, thus obtaining the 
data vector Xk(fn),n=l,..„J , k=l.... K . Using eqn. (2.2)
Xm(fn) will be given by 

d
Xm(fn)= £ aim(fn)e/^fc+fn) Tim Si(fn) + Nm(fn), 

i=l
(2.3)

where Sj(fn) and Nm(fn) are the n-th frequency 
components of Sj(t) and nin(t) respectively. Eqn. (2.3) can 

be written in vector-matrix notations as

X(fn) = A(0, fc+fQ S(fQ + N(fn), (2.4)

where A(0, fc+fn) = [a(9p fc+ fn),... , a(6(j, fc+fn)] is the 

M x d direction matrix ( steering or location matrix ) at 
frequency fn, a(@, 上+拍) 니 街1』2兀(化+比) Til ,

，aiM e~j2兀(fc+fn) TiM]T |s the direction vector ( aim(fn) 

=am if the sensors are omnidirectional and frequency 
independent) and 1而=mdsinOj / c is a time delay between 

the reference sensor and m th sensor. Based on the above 
notations, the spatial correlation matrix Rx(fn) is given by

Rx(fn)= E [ X(fn) xH(fn)]
=A(e, fc+ fn)Rs(e, fn)AH(e, fc+fn)+ Rn(fn),(2.5)

where Rs(fn) = E [ S(fn) SH(fn) ] . Rn(fn) =E [ N(fn) 
卜冋上)].E[.] and 'H' denote the expectation and conjugate 

transpose respectively. Rx(fn) is the statistic on which the 

estimates of the angle of arrivalof wide-band plane 
waves are based.

It is noted that in the above model the spatial 
correlation matrices are functions of the temporal frequencies 
fn，n=l, ... , J. Therefore this model leads to a frequency 
domain processing. Our aim is to estimate the angle 9,. i=l, 
...,d from the data X^(fn), k=l, K; n=l....... J.

3. NEW FOCUSING MATRIX

In [1이, it is shown that nonunitary focusing matrices, 
in general, lead to poorer performance than appropriately 
selected unitary focusing matrices. Hence, we derive a 
focusing matrix within the unitary matrix.

The solution which is proposed here is based on the 
following constrained minimization problem for G group 

sources:

Rfl
㈱)j 11 "n) a(°, fc+fn)-皿 fc) 11 2叩

卩il
卩f2

+ T(fn) J 11 T(fn)fc+fn) - 흐©，%)" ?即

Ri2

卩fG
挪胃)J II T(fQ a(6,"上)-a(9, fc) II 2d^,

HiG
n=l, ... , J

subject to TH(fn)T(fn) = I, (3.1)

This transformation matrix minimizes the weighted 
average of the squared norm of focusing error over the angles 
of interest. Here 卩 is defined as “ = sinO. With the unitary 
constraint, if we consider single group for simplicity, this 
minimization problem changes to maximization problem of 
the following form :

卩fg
TOn) \ [aH(9,fc+fn)TH(fn) a(6, fc)

Pig
+ aH(e, fc) TH(fn) a(6, fc+f【】)l 丿dp,

n=l,... , J. (3.2)

It is easy to see that the above problem is equivalent to

T(^)Re。】I Tr ( Rgcn TH(fn) )|, n=l, ... , J, (3.3) 

where Tr[ ] is the trace of the matrix in the bracket 
and RgCn is the outer product of steering vectors given by

卩f
Rgcn= J a(0, fc) aH(0, fc + fn) d卩， (3.4) 

卩i
If the search interval is symmetric (i.e. -6f), then

the element [Rgcnlpq of M x M matrix RgCn has a simple 
d sin0：

fonn of 2sin組 sine {—— ----- ((p-l)coc - (q-l)wn )}*

1 p < M; 1< q <M. The outer product RgCn of steering 

vectors can be factored by the singular value decomposition 
as Rgcn - U(fn)£ (fn)VH(fn) , where U(fn) and V(fn) 

are M by M unitary matrices formed by left and right 
singular vectors of Rgcn and the matrix £ (fn) is a diagonal 
matrix with singular values of Rgcn.

Hence we have the following problem :

璘)Real [ Tr ( U(fn) £ (切昵)TH(fn))],
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n=l, ... , J. (3.5)
It can be easily shown using the similar method to derive the 
focusing matrix in [10] that T(fn) is given by U(fn) V^(fn). 

For G group sources, U(fn) and V(fn) are M by M unitary 

matrices formed by left and right singular vectors of

Ren 드 Rlcn + +RGcn. (3.6)

Now we can design a bank of transformation matrices which 
try to focus far-field wideband sources from the angles of 
interest onto rank-1 subspace spanned by a(0, fc). Using this 
transformation matrices T(fn) at each fn, the transformed 

data and its correlation matrix under the assumption that 
noise field is spatially unconelated and has an unknown 
noise power 為(fn) at each frequency, can be obtained as 

follows:
J

Y(fn) = £T(fn)X(fQ (3.7)
n=l

J
and Ry = £ T(fn) Rx(fn) TH(fn)

n=l
=A(e, fc) Rys aH(8, fc) + 展 Ryn (3.8)

where a2 is the sum of noise power 。음 (fn) over the J 
J J

frequency bins, Rys = £ Rs(0)and Ryn= £ (砰(fQ / o2 
n니 n=l

)T(f„)TH(fn). Now we can apply any narrow-band 

direction finding algorithm using the matrix pencil (Ry, 
Ryn), if we know array geometry whatever it is.

4. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

A linear array of 17 sensors, uniformly spaced with an 
inter-element spacing d equals to 0.5 wavelength of the 
temporal frequency fc which is normalized to one, was used. 
The wide-band signals have a bandwidth of 0.4 of the center 
frequency fc. The total observation time To is divided into 64 
segments. Each segment of this wide-band signals are 
decomposed into J = 33 frequency bins which gives a time
bandwidth product of BTo=2048. The noise is assumed to be 
stationary, statistically independent and identical white 
Gaussian bandpass processes with zero mean. The signal-to- 
noise ratio (SNR) was defined here as the ratio of the power 
of each source signal to the power of the noise at a single 
sensor. Fifty independent trials were used to obtain the 
approximate performance measures. The sources were 
considered to be resolved if two estimates of the direction of 
arrivals were obtained and each was located within ±2 
degrees of the true angle of airival.

Single Group Sources

The array receives two equi-powered uncorrelated wide-band 
signals impinging from directions 9° and 12°, which are 
assumed to be temporarily stationary bandpass white 
Gaussian processes.

Fig.l shows the plot of the probability of resolution. 
It is clear that at low SNR the proposed method outperfonns 
the spatial resampling.

Fig.2 shows the standard deviation comparisons of 
angle estimate of the source at 们=9°. Again The proposed 
method show lower standard deviation than the spatial 
resampling at the low SNR.

Also the means are plotted in Fig.3. When the 
properly selected search interval (i.e. [-45,45]) is used, the 
proposed method is seen to have a mean close to true angle of 
arrival. The focusing with large search interval gives the 
large deviations from true angle of arrival although it shows 
lower resolution threshold.

Multi-Group Sources

Three group of sources, ([6i，621*l®3'®4b®5)듀{「 

15°,-10°], [9°,12°], 40° }, with (12dB, 16dB, 6dB} are 
used. If the search interval is not symmetric, numerical 
difficulty arises to obtain Ug(fn) and Vg(fn) using the 
singular value decomposition with MATLAB o r 
UNPACK. So multiple non-symmetric search intervals are 
obtained by the combination of multiple symmetric search 
intervals. So the focusing matrices come from the singular 
vectors of
Ren 느【Ren h] - Ren h，+ ' ^cn ^3' Ren 虹】 +【Ren '115 - Ren 
1卜니 , where 卩1그 sin(20°), |丄2= sin(5。), 卩3= sin(17°), 卩4= 

sin(4°), 卩5드 sin(45°) and g6= sin(35°). The same scenario as 
in the single group search is used. Fig. 4 shows spatial 
spectral estimates obtained via the proposed method for ten 
independent trials. All five sources in this multi group scenario 
are resolved.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new focusing matrix 
which does not require preliminary estimates. Its performance 
has been compared with spatial resampling method. And also, 
it has been demonstrated that the new fo이ising matrix gives 
good estimates at low SNR where the spatial resampling 
method can not resolve multiple closely space sources.
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Fig.l Resolution performance comparisons.
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Fig. 3 Mean comparis에]s.

Fig.2 Standard deviation comparisons at 0=9°. Fig.4 Spatial spectra for ten independent trials in a five 
uncorr히죠ted sources, three group scenario with three group 
consideration.
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